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Ula Lucińska (b.  1992)  and Michał  Knychaus (b.  1987)  work together  as  Inside Job 
duo.  Their  practice is  based on the use of  di f ferent  mediums and materials ,  which 
often leads to the creation of  specif ic ,  mult i - layered environments.  The y focus on 
the processes of  how identit ies  are being constructed,  including the identit ies  of 
places,  within the context  of  dynamic changes such as:  c l imate cr is is ,  technological 
accelerat ion,  pol it ical  shi fts  and growing anxiety  towards the unknown future. 
Many of  their  projects  refer  to futurist ic  and post-catastrophic scenarios where matter 
is  f reed from the given r igor  of  roles and norms.  By creating overlapping layers  and 
establ ishing complex relat ions between objects  and places the y seek the special 
feel ing of  displacement -   toward speculat ive,  future landscapes.   

Combining experiences from various f ields,  the y de velop their  practice not  only  in 
the f ield of  v isual  art ,  but  also as act ive researchers.  The y concentrate on the issues 
of  recognit ion of  places and their  future aesthetics,  understanding i t  as  a  cultural 
mediation of  wider,  social ,  economic and pol it ical  processes organizing l i fe . 

The y are the f inal ists  of  the international  Artagon IV  competit ion in Paris  (2018) . 
Merited with the Prize of  The Pol ish Ministr y  of  Culture and National  Heritage (2018) , 
Santander Universidades award for  emerging art ists  (2016) .  Their  joint  diploma 
project  received awards from magazines:  SZUM and Czas Kultur y (2018) .  Grantees of 
the programme carr ied out  by the Adam Mickie wicz Inst itute,  Pol ish Culture Around 
the World.  The y presented works during art  residencies (Residency Gurzelen,  Biel/
Bienne,  Switzerland;  TestDrive at  DriveDrive,  Nicosia,  Cyprus;  Kulturfabrik ,  Burgdorf, 
Switzerland),  at  individual  exhibit ions (e.g.  CAVE Gal ler y,  Wrocław,  Poland;  Pawilon, 
Poznań,  Poland;  :SKALA,  Poznań,  Poland;  9/10 Gal ler y,  Poznań,  Poland;  Hot Wheels 
Projects,  Athens,  Greece)  and col lect ive (e.g.  TRAFO -  Trafostacja Sztuki ,  Szczecin, 
Poland;  The Death of  Man,  Warsaw Galler y  Weekend,   Poland;  WallRiss,  Fr ibourg, 
Switzerland;  Satt lekammer,  Bern,  Switzerland;  Athens Digital  Arts  Fest ival  2018, 
Athens,  Greece;  DuflonRacz,  Bern,  Switzerland;  Ostrale Biennale of  Contemporar y 
Arts ,  Dresden,  Germany;  Musrara Mix  Fest ival ,  Jerusalem, Izrael ;  Cal legenera Fest ival , 
Monterre y,  Mexico) .  Selected talks  and lectures include:  Metabolic  Museum - 
University,  The 33rd Biennial  Of  Graphic Arts  in  Ljubl jana,  Slovenia;  I I I  Conference of 
Fi lm and Media,  Lodz,  Poland.

more about the practice of  Inside Job[PL] :
Czas Kultur y,  Jakub Bąk ,  Doświadczenie użytkownika sztuki  Inside Job 

http://czaskultury.pl/czytanki/doswiadczenie-uzytkownika-sztuki-inside-job/
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The Walls Have Ears

The Walls Have Ears exhibition was realized together with Karolina Mełnicka and 
Stachu Szumski at Trafostacja Sztuki in Szczecin.

List of works:

Get down, get down little Henry Lee and stay all night with me, laser cut aluminum, 
steel, digital print on silk, soil, electricity cables, led lights, 2019 
Ectoplasmats, oak wood, pvc, silk, linen, laser cut aluminum, steel, 2019
Growl, aluminum, 2019

The series of objects introduce the story of Henry, the ghost that haunts the 
Trafostacja gallery building and is well known to all its employees. 
The portal standing in the black soil, creeping metal insects and the tongues 
growing on the walls create the scenery for the narrative about the institution’s 
spectres. The eclectic works, inspired by Gothic but also Art Nouveau shapes, 
refer to the sphere of imagination, subconsciously growing anxieties and myths. 
Parallel worlds evoke their presence in the contemporaneity, which inevitably 
approach the New Middle Ages - where paranormal explanations come with help 
in translating or blurring the reality. 

more at:

OFluxo/ Magazyn SZUM

exhibition view:
The Walls Have Ears, 2019
Trafostacja Sztuki, Szczecin, Poland
photos: Tomasz Koszewnik

https://www.ofluxo.net/the-walls-have-ears-at-trafostacja-sztuki-w-szczecinie-curated-by-daria-grabowska/
https://magazynszum.pl/sciany-maja-uszy-nomadic-state-inside-job/
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Beneath the beach, seamless paving stones

Beneath the beach, seamless paving stones exhibition was realized by the curato-
rial project Rhizomeparkinggarage of Ian Bruner & Noah Travis Phillips as a part 
of The Wrong Biennale 2019.

List of works:

Too far gone, oak wood, aluminum, steel, found objects, 2019
Growl (template), resin, 2019

Beneath the beach, seamless paving stones is an exhibition presenting documen-
tation of works installed in underground garages all over the world. Referring to 
the concept of non-places and the rhizome structure of unified parking lots, 
the curators recall the alleged occult provenance of global capitalism. 
Too Far Gone depicts three demonic faces, grown together and milled in oak 
wood, attached to a toy car chassis. The triple face is its own doppleganger - 
timeless stranger, who, similarly to the space of parking lots, has lost his individu-
ality. The vehicle is ready to set off and patrol the labyrinth of infinite undergro-
und corridors. Unable to find a way out, it loops into its destinationless journey. 
The possibility of remote control poses a question about the identity of the driver 
and the place from which the radio signal arrives.  
The remaining works, including Growl (template), have been installed inside a 
car from the 80s - a forgotten artifact that may never be able to reach the surface 
again.

more at:

Rhizomeparkinggarage
The Wrong Biennale

exhibition view:
Beneath the beach, seamless paving stones, 2019
different locations

http://www.rhizomeparkinggarage.com
https://thewrong.org
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Not a gift given, but a choice made

in collaboration with: Dorota Gawęda, Eglė Kulbokaitė (text) and Panayiotis Mina 
(audio)

series of objects
steel, aluminum, pvc, linen, colored RGB lights, found objects, 2019

It is not a gift given. It is not support, location, referent, or source of sustainability 
for discourse. The road goes upward towards the light; but the laden traveler may 
never reach the end of it. The past and the future are iteratively reconfigured 
and enfolded, and simultaneously difficult to untangle one from another. 
It is not immutable or passive. It does not refer to a fixed substance; not a thing, 
but a doing, a congealing of agency. It gets absorbed into the biome for recycling 
as new flora and fauna. Decentered being humiliated by ecology - material 
entanglements enfolded and threaded through. It deserves our imaginative 
capacities and transcends iconography. Reconfigured and sent out into the world 
again, it does not require the mark of a force like culture or history to complete it.

In the boat moved by magic over the great deep, the traveller lay looking up into 
the dark. All her life she had looked into the dark; but this was a vaster darkness, 
this night on the ocean.

Not a gift given, but a choice made is an immersive installation created on the 
basis of interplay of three seemingly independent planes: visual, textual and 
sound. Each of them, establishing its own contexts, influences the others. 
The title of the installation was taken from Ursula K. Le Guin’s book Tombs 
of Atuan and concerns the relationship between the visions of the future, 
understood as a source of new mythology, and the present.

video

more at:

SZUM Magazine [PL]/ Tzvetnik

exhibition view:
Not a gift given, but a choice made, 2019
Pawilon, Poznań, Poland
photos: Panayiotis Mina

https://vimeo.com/349279833
https://magazynszum.pl/not-a-gift-given-but-a-choice-made-inside-job-w-pawilonie/
https://magazynszum.pl/not-a-gift-given-but-a-choice-made-inside-job-w-pawilonie/
http://tzvetnik.online/portfolio_page/not-a-gift-given-but-a-choice-made-at-pawilon/
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It will shift again (molting stage)

series of objects
glass, steel, aluminum, latex, wild rose branches, linen, colored led lights, found 
objects, 2019 

The arrangement of objects brings to mind a specific form of environment, 
which spreads within the historical walls of the former District Railway/Jewish Ho-
spital in Wrocław. Each of the forms can be treated independently but only when 
observed together they form a visible system of corelations. Individual elements 
seep into the architectural structure, simulating its growth or decomposition.

The shapes refer to organic forms, which have been growing steadily and syste-
matically emphasizing long-term processes. On one hand objects can be read as 
parasitic forms on the existing tissue, on the other hand they have the character 
of a symbiotic relationship. Thus, it seems that noticeable, accumulated ele-
ments on walls or ceilings constitute only a part of the structure, which spreads 
much deeper and remains invisible.

exhibition view:
17th Survival Art Review, 2019
Former District Railway/Jewish Hospital, Wrocław, Poland
photos: Mariusz Maślanka
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This, what left behind, haunts me, pleasures me and 
hurts me

series of objects 
steel, aluminum, pvc, linen, digital print on silk, oak wood, photography, 2019

This, what left behind, haunts me, pleasures me and hurts me is an installation, 
whose particular elements refer to human remains: abandoned clothes and 
equipment, architectural and organic structures. They were inspired by the 
assumptions of speculative realism and in this perspective also by possible ways 
of defining and constructing the future. Objects in which one intuitively seeks 
links with humans are the beginning of a reflection on the relationships between 
the living and the non-living matter

An example of these relations is a wooden board - a matrix of foundations of a 
deteriorating building. This contemporary ruin, located in Poznań, was scanned 
using 3D technology just before it was completely demolished. Its digital image 
has been recreated in the form of a milling cutter in an oak board. The ruins of the 
building served as a temporary shelter for the homeless. The secondarily inhabi-
ted place was a field of interaction between humans, inanimate matter 
of decaying walls and the vegetation growing over them.

more at:
Tzvetnik

exhibition view:
This, what left behind, haunts me, pleasures me and hurts me, 2019
CAVE gallery, Wrocław, Poland
photos: Mariusz Maślanka

http://tzvetnik.online/portfolio_page/inside-job-at-cave/
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Enter the heat

in collaboration with Maya Hottarek

series of objects 
ceramics, stones, steel, aluminum, pvc, linen, audio, colored gels, found objects, 
2019 

Enter the heat was a three-day exhibition whose integral point was the discussion 
sessions on environmental changes, including the phenomenon of global 
warming.  Disruptions within the habitats that surrounds humans force us 
to improvise new strategies for survival. The brainstorming provoked in this 
way, combined with the spontaneous creation of an archive, was supposed to 
evoke among the users of the event a sense of necessity for communal use of 
knowledge.

more at:
Tzvetnik

exhibition view:
Enter the heat, 2019
Sattelkammer, Bern, Switzerland
photos: Samuel Rauber

http://tzvetnik.online/portfolio_page/maya-hottarek-and-inside-job-at-sattelkammer/
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Overly sexy, smart, edgy and dangerous

in collaboration with Nico Stephou RAW Silver (audio)

series of objects 
smoke, aluminum, cooper, pvc, linen, audio & video, 2018

Overly sexy, smart edgy and dangerous draws inspiration from popular computer 
games, in which the players present in countless virtual arenas compete with 
each other. Dressed in digital armours that allow them to break the laws of 
physics, they travel through space-time at the speed of fiber optics. They hide 
their personalities under the masks of colorful avatars. In the hottest moments of 
combat, they throw out messages that can have real political significance. 

A series of objects prepared for the exhibition builds a specific image of an 
abandoned battlefield. Blades hung from jagged clothing seem to be a remnant 
of a conflict that might have occurred in some distant world. It is difficult to 
recognize the time when this fight could have taken place or imagined the 
physiognomy of warriors. 

Since the player moves in a 3D virtual world in real time and looks from the 
perspective of the first person, the games play an important role in artificial 
intelligence research, offering an interactive environment for testing human 
reasoning and problem solving. Arranged in the basement of the DriveDrive 
gallery, the exhibition moves the virtual landscape into tangible territory, 
situating the audience as potential players.  

audio

more at:
ArtViewer

exhibition view:
Overly sexy, smart, edgy and dangerous, 2018
DriveDrive, TestDrive, Nicosia, Cyprus
photos: Panayiotis Mina

https://soundcloud.com/raw-silver/raw-silver-haze-anthology-mix
https://artviewer.org/ula-lucinska-michal-knychaus-at-drivedrive/
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Uncertains (ongoing)

The series of exploratory activities Uncertains is a reflection on the specificity 
of space. In the developed project, places are perceived not as a physical geo-
graphical locations anymore, but rather as complex socio-political constructions 
of a fluid and highly discursive character. 

Dealing with the surrounding environment, which is increasingly subject to po-
wer relations, requires the construction of counter-narratives and xeno-practices 
based on the reorientation from systems of controlled rationality toward specula-
tions about the future (Lietje Bauwens). 

By engaging in a dialogue with organic or inorganic structures, the installed 
works enter into temporary relations with the existing environments. By means 
of documentation (photographic and video) and its distribution, virtual territory 
becomes a proposal for a hybrid landscape that is difficult to locate.

installation views:
Uncertains 1-2, 2019
Jura caves, Taubenloch canyon, Switzerland
photos: Joelle Neuenschwander and Inside Job

http://www.perhapsitishightimeforaxenoarchitecturetomatch.org
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Overwrite/ Discard/ Save both

series of objects 
copper, steel, aluminum, acrylic glass, digital print on silk, linen, himalayan salt, 
marble, 2018

The title of the exhibition: Overwrite/Discard/Save both refers to a command 
displayed on the computer screen (or other device) when attempting to save 
a file with the same name as one that already exists in the directory/folder. 
It refers to a choice we need to make when faced with the dynamic development 
of technology, which increasingly often replaces human beings or their specific 
functions. When it comes to saving files on a personal computer, human beings 
are the one in control. 
Active observation of this hybrid, technology-based world, makes us reflect 
on whether it will actually be us to decide about our future in the moment of 
technological Singularity. The central node of the exhibition is the latest version 
of the Poetbot algorithm which, seemingly designed for entertainment, collects 
and processes user data. Other objects create a network of mutually connected, 
but to some extent autonomous, senses. The elements coming from different 
traditions and cultures and related to different contexts are an image of a hybrid 
human identity. The austerity, or even asceticism of forms, builds a link between 
the struggle for survival and the nomadic life modes. 
The Overwrite/ Discard/ Save Both exhibition is a hypertextual story of competing 
visions of the future. Exhibited objects create specific environment which 
critically plays with the dehumanised, sterile gallery space. 

audio

more at:
SZUM Magazine [PL]/ Tzvetnik

exhibition view:
Overwrite/ Discard/ Save both, 2018
:SKALA gallery, Poznań, Poland
photos: Tomasz Koszewnik

https://soundcloud.com/insidejobprojects/overwrite-discard-save-both-jackson-albedo
https://magazynszum.pl/overwrite-discard-save-both-inside-job-uli-lucinskiej-i-michala-knychausa-w-galerii-skala/
https://magazynszum.pl/overwrite-discard-save-both-inside-job-uli-lucinskiej-i-michala-knychausa-w-galerii-skala/
http://tzvetnik.online/portfolio_page/inside-job-at-skala/
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Roses: Sky is the limit. Just keep pressin on

installation, CD album
gelled lighting, fashion garments and barbed wire, 2018

The steel barbed wire stretched under the ceiling separates the exhibition space 
into two spheres. The clothes hanging on it, covered with original graphics and 
embroideries, weigh above the heads, disturbing the sense of comfort typical for 
the reception of objects situated at the sight level. The cold blue light penetrating 
the room refers to the sphere of supernatural phenomena. Its colour, which is 
close to the ultraviolet spectrum, has an impact on perception and, in the event 
of prolonged contact, on the functioning of the human body. 

These images document the residual marks of the Roses EP launch produced by 
Inside Job and hosted by Hot Wheels Projects. The inaugural album created in 
the form of limited CD’s will be followed by the additional release of 7’ vinyl sin-
gle. All recordings and masterings were produced between Athens, Greece 
and Poznań, Poland. Its contributors vary widely in field and location, including: 
Asbo Airlines, CONSP, DarkNetHost, Hawaje, Daniel Koniusz, Stachu Szumski, 
UltraRareSabra, Matipies, Wszystko.

audio

more at:
Hot Wheels Projects Athens

exhibition view:
Roses: Sky is the limit. Just keep pressin on, 2018
Hot Wheels Projects, Athens, Greece
photos: Felix Pötzsch

https://richardhariss.bandcamp.com/releases
http://www.hotwheelsprojects.com/events6.html
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Watch my back!

installation
motorcycle helmets, aluminum, steel chain, construction accessories, 2018

The work comprises two motorcycle helmets interacting with each other. 
One of them was found by the artists, the other obtained through the OLX 
website (e-bay like). Each was modified which made them customised, personal 
objects. The visors were made of laser-cut aluminium which was later manually 
finished and polished. The helmet’s coating was made in the papier-mâché 
technique - the collage out of scraps from the artists’ private collection of archival 
issues of: Metal Hammer, Kawaii and Secret Service magazines. 

The title refers to well known cinematic scenarios, where two protagonists stand 
back to back to defend against the enemies.

exhibition view:
What Happened Once, Stays Forever, 2018
:SKALA gallery, Poznań, Poland
photos: Tomasz Koszewnik 
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Poetbot v_1.2

algorithm/website
acrylic glass, metal and paper object, 2017

The bot’s purpose is to generate short poetic forms based on input data which 
consists of a selection of fragments of texts taken from a database of over five 
thousand phrases. They were written using QuickType, a predictive processing 
system available for Apple iOS which functions as a part of Siri’s artificial intel-
ligence program. Poetbot produces personalized poems on the basis of short 
interviews with potential contributors. The ability of Poetbot’s machine learning 
is based on acquired cookies and statistical data. Every single reading of a poetic 
text generated by Poetbot contributes to the further operation of the project.

Poetbot speaks to each user as an independent subject and encourages them 
to choose one of seven emojis, each of which is meant to describe a current 
feeling or represent an emotion with which the recipient is not familiar. 
These criteria determine the course of Poetbot’s creative process while it „thinks 
for a moment”.

Poetbot v_1.2

more at:
Printed Matter, inc.

exhibition view:
IAMAI Bots and other Humanoids, 2017
Galerie DuflonRacz, Bern, Switzerland 

http://poetbot.com
https://www.printedmatter.org/catalog/51320/
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Polish Water

installation
bottled drink, video, audio, distribution process, 2016 - 2017

The main idea of the project was to produce and distribute a certain kind 
of bottled drink. The first edition was made during a residency stay in Kulturfabrik 
Burgdorf, Switzerland. Water, taken from Swiss source, was subjected to a process 
of symbolic transformation. Sound fragments of an assimilation course were 
used during the production process to teach the water Polish language. 
The audio was enchanced using alfa waves sound as a background - it should 
make learning process easier and more affective on the water. 
The final, „polonized” product, closed in a plastic bottles, with special branding 
stickers, was distributed during the cultural events and among the local shops in 
Switzerland.  

Polish Water reveals the liquid aspect of national identity. It poses the question of 
both definition and development of one’s very own sense 
of belonging.

More than 70 percent of Earth’s surface is covered with water. It circulates 
constantly. The same percentage of water can be found in a human body. 

video

exhibition view:
Fabrikfest, 2016
Kulturfabrik Burgdorf, Switzerland

https://vimeo.com/179064452
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Upgraded stones

75 objects
polystyrol, environmental intervention, 2016

Upgraded stones is a series of 75 objects made out of stones that were found
at the river banks in Burgdorf, Switzerland. Every single stone, found broken, 
was repaired with the polystyrol prosthesis. 
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Circulating matter

installation
aluminum and ice objects, photogrammetric 3D scans,  2016

The 3D photogrammetric scan of the human body has been transcoded into 
a series of digits. Then, using a milling machine, they were transferred in the 
form of a relief to an ice plate. The amount of water used to create the plate 
corresponded to the volume of the body of the person being scanned. This digital 
portrait was subsequently melted and evaporated.  

The second object - a scan of the foundations of a house that no longer exists, 
cast in aluminium, was captured by a flying drone. 
The work refers to the phenomenon of transcoding and circulation of matter. 
From digital records we obtain physical objects and inversely. 

more at:
sketchfab

https://skfb.ly/6qtKO
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CV:

Ula Lucińska
born in 1992, Poland

education:
2015-2018: University of Arts in Poznań, Poland: Media Arts/ Scenography
2011-2015: Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań, Poland: Art History

education abroad:
2017-2018: Technological Educational Institute of Athens: New Media Arts, Athens, Greece
2014-2015: Accademia Belle Arti di Napoli: Fine Arts, Naples, Italy

Michał Knychaus
born in 1987, Poland

education:
2012- 2018: University of Arts in Poznań, Poland: Media Arts, Graphic Arts
2006-2013: Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań, Poland: Cultural Science

education abroad:
2017-2018: Technological Educational Institute of Athens: New Media Arts, Athens, Greece
2014-2015: Accademia Belle Arti di Napoli: Fine Arts, Naples, Italy
2011: I University of Oslo: Cultural Science, Oslo, Norway

art residencies:
2018-2019: Terrain-Gurzelen, Biel/Bienne, Switzerland
2018: TestDrive, DriveDrive, Nicosia, Cyprus
2016: Kulturfabrik Burgdorf, Burgdorf, Switzerland

prizes and grants:
2018: Prize of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage for outstanding achievements in art 
creation (Ula Lucińska)
2018: SZUM Magazine Award for the best graduation project in the competition of Maria Dokowicz, 
Poznań, Poland (nomination: Piotr Policht)
2018: Czas Kultury Magazine Award for the best graduation project in the competition of Maria 
Dokowicz, Poznań, Poland (nomination: Waldemar Kuligowski)
2018: Finalists of the international competition for art school students ARTAGON IV, Paris, France 
(nomination: Boris Mikhailov, Michał Lasota, Anna Labouze, Keimis Henni)
2018: Award of the Major of the City of Kalisz, Kalisz, Poland (Michał Knychaus)
2016: Santander Universidades Award for emerging artists
2017-2019: Polish Culture around the World, Adam Mickiewicz Institute (several times)
2015-2018: Scholarship for the best students from the Head of the University of Arts in Poznań, 
Poland

 

selected publications and articles:
Czas Kultury Magazine Prize: Inside Job, Czas Kultury Magazine, issue 2/2019, p. 107-116.
Artists pages: Inside Job (Ula Lucińska, Michał Knychaus), Overly sexy, smart, edgy and
dangerous, SZUM Magazine, issue 24/2019, p. 150-151.
Inside Job art, the user’s experience, Jakub Bąk, Czas Kultury Web Magazine -
http://czaskultury.pl/czytanki/doswiadczenie-uzytkownika-sztuki-inside-job/ 
Inside Job, Ergodic robo-poetry, Ewa Wójtowicz, DOCUMNT2 2018, p. 150-163.
A-Kumulacje, 2017-1977=40, BWA. Jan Tarasin City Gallery of Kalisz, p. 68-69.

selected talks and lectures:
A map of the world that does not iclude Utopia is not worth even glancing at, Pawilon, Poznań, 
Poland
Xeno- explorations, Metabolic Museum - University, The 33rd Biennial Of Graphic Arts in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia
Geographical idiom in visual arts, III Conference of Film and Media, Lodz, Poland

selected exhibitions:

2019:
The Wrong Biennale: Beneath the beach, seamless paving stones, Rhizomeparkinggarage, 
digital exhibition: http://www.rhizomeparkinggarage.com
The Walls Have Ears, TRAFO: Trafostacja Sztuki, Szczecin, Poland
Warsaw Gallery Weekend: Cold Drift, The Death of Man Gallery, Warsaw, Poland
Metabolic Museum- University, introduced by Clementine Deliss in collaboration with the 33rd Bien-
nial Of Graphic Arts in Ljubljana, Slovenia
17th Survival Art Review, Former District Railway/Jewish Hospital, Wrocław, Poland
24H brl/poz: Przedmiotowość, Pasaż 47, Poznań, Poland
Not a gift given, but a choice made, Pawilon, Poznań, Poland [SOLO]
This, what left behind, haunts me, pleasures me and hurts me , CAVE Gallery, 
Wrocław, Poland [SOLO]
Either it is raining or it is not (at a particular space and time), WallRiss, Fribourg, Switzerland
Enter the Heat, Sattlekammer, Bern, Switzerland
Double Feature, Espace Libre, Biel/Bienne, Switzerland
DriveDrive: Phase 2 , DriveDrive, Nicosia, Cyprus

2018:
ARTAGON IV, The international exhibition of art school students, Magasins généraux, Paris, France
Overly sexy, smart, edgy and dangerous, DriveDrive, Nicosia, Cyprus [SOLO]
Girlhood & COVEN Berlin present: Bedtime, Municipal Gallery Arsenał, Poznań, Poland
DOCUMNT2, Exhibitions @Vancouver Art Book Fair with Or Gallery
at Emily Carr University of Art + Design, Vancouver, BC Gallery; Printed Matter’s NY Art Book Fair
with Motto at MoMA PS1, New York, USA; Acud Macht Neue!, Berlin, Germany
Overwrite/ Discard/ Save Both, Gallery :SKALA, Poznań, Poland [SOLO]
A Knee On The Ground, Kassandras, Athens, Greece 
Athens Digital Arts Festival, Athens, Greece

http://czaskultury.pl/czytanki/doswiadczenie-uzytkownika-sztuki-inside-job/
http://www.rhizomeparkinggarage.com
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DZOP in Tarasin, Jan Tarasin - City Art Gallery, Kalisz, Poland 
Calm Days, 9/10, Poznań, Poland [SOLO]
Asthenia no. 6, Hot Wheels Projects, Athens, Greece
What Happened Once, Stays Forever, Gallery SKALA, Poznań, Poland
Roses: Sky is the limit. Just keep pressin on, Hot Wheels Projects, Athens, Greece [SOLO]

2017:
IAMAI - Bots and Other Humanoids, Galerie DuflonRacz, Project Links, Bern, Switzerland
Eurasia, ZHdK Galerie 1&2, Toni Areal, Zurich, Swizerland
CellY Project at LAB, Fuchsbau Festival, Hannover-Lehrte, Germany
Ostrale 2017 - Contemporary Art Biennale, Dresden, Germany
Autonomy Congress, City Gallery Arsenal and other spaces, Poznań, Poland
First DZOP Workshops, Festival Malta, Poznań, Poland
Musrara Mix Festival, Jerusalem, Israel
SS//17, Oficyna Gallery, Poznań, Poland
Girlhood, Scena Robocza-Centrum Rezydencji Teatralnych, Poznań, Poland
Girlhood Teatime, lokal_30, Warsaw, Poland
Fetish, Curator’s LAB, Poznań, Poland
A-kumulacje: Contemporary Art Biennale, Jan Tarasin-City Art Gallery, Kalisz, Poland
Sweter Hasiora, MOSART, Gorzów Wielkopolski, Poland

2016:
Doormats, Scena Robocza-Centrum Rezydencji Teatralnych, Poznań, Poland
Refugees Conversations, Museum of the History of Polish Jews-POLIN, Warsaw, Poland
Fabrikfest, Kulturfabrik Burgdorf, Burgdorf, Switzerland [SOLO]
Polish Water project distribution, Kunsthalle Bern, Bern, Switzerland
Cockaigne/ Schlaraffenland, UP Project Space Gallery, Berlin, Germany
Free Eyesight Test, Malta Festival, Poznań, Poland
Space is the Public Thing, CK Zamek, Poznań, Poland
Parasite, Mona Inner Spaces, Poznań, Poland

2015:
Black Circle Festival, Lviv-Bushtyno, Ukraine
Loathing and Adorations, V9 Gallery, Warsaw, Poland [SOLO]

2014:
Sto Disegnando/ Drawings, V9 Gallery, Warsaw, Poland
Callegenera - Festival de Expressiones Urbanas, Monterrey, Mexico


